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What Steps Should I Take FollowingWhat Steps Should I Take Following
a Car Accident?a Car Accident?

Following a car accident in Denver, there are
certain steps to remember to ensure the process
following the accident goes smoothly, and that you
receive a fair settlement if the accident was the
result of negligence. These steps include:

1. Never leave the scene of the accident.
2. Make sure all drivers and passengers receive
necessary medical treatments.
3. Contact the police—and wait for them to arrive
so you will have a police report.
4. Exchange contact information with the other
driver, including insurance information, drivers’
license numbers and license plate numbers.
5. Never admit guilt at the scene, even to the point
of saying “I’m sorry,” to the other driver as this
could be construed as an admission of guilt.
6. If there were witnesses to the accident, get their
names and contact information.
7. Take photographs of the scene of the accident if
you are physically able.
8. Let your insurance company known about the
accident, giving them only the basic facts of the
accident.
9. Keep careful track of all your medical
treatments, including ER treatment, doctor visits.
rehabilitative therapies, and even prescription
medications related to your injuries.
10. Keep a detailed journal of every single detail
related to the car accident.
11. Exercise caution on social media when talking
about the car accident.
12. Be wary of early settlement offers from the
insurance company

After a Car Accident, AAfter a Car Accident, A
ComprehensiveComprehensive
Investigation of the Facts isInvestigation of the Facts is
NecessaryNecessary

At The Law Offices Of Dianne Sawaya
your car accident attorney will work in
collaboration with crash investigators,
engineers, medical experts, and others in
an effort to establish what happened, and
who was responsible, as well as to
determine what the claim is worth. Your
car accident attorney will use the
accident report, any photographs taken
at the scene of the accident that show
property or personal damages,
statements from witnesses to the
accident, your medical records and
medical expenses, your lost wages
assessments, and accident reconstruction
reporting to determine the facts of the
accident and the compensation you are
entitled to receive.

It is almost a certainty that you will face
frustrations, pain, and financial
challenges following your Denver car
accident—all of which can greatly
benefit from the compassion and
advocacy of an experienced Denver auto
accident attorney. Since every car
accident has unique aspects, it is
impossible to say exactly how your
claim will progress. What is certain is
that if the insurance company refuses to
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13. Hire an experienced Colorado car accident
attorney as quickly as possible.

At the Law Offices of Dianne Sawaya, our
experienced car accident attorneys understand you
will be going through a tough time after the
accident. However, working with a knowledgeable
Colorado car accident attorney can help get your
life back to the way it was prior to the car accident.

Contact Us for Help with Your Case

 
 

Earth Day, April 22nd, 2024Earth Day, April 22nd, 2024

“EARTHDAY.ORG's founders created and
organized the very first Earth Day on April 22,
1970. Since then, EARTHDAY.ORG has been
mobilizing over 1 billion people annually on Earth
Day, and every other day, to protect the planet.”

This year they are focusing on their “commitment
to end plastics for the sake of human and planetary
health, demanding a 60% reduction in the
production of ALL plastics by 2040”. Let’s join
them in their efforts to increase awareness of the
harmful effects of plastics that are discarded daily
and find out how we all can help with this global
issue. 

Visit the site to read more about their initiatives,
join the movement, and take action.

 

pay a fair settlement after your
attorney’s demand, a trial may become a
necessity. Unfortunately, trials can take
a significant amount of time, leaving
you without the financial resources you
need and deserve. You need and deserve
a Denver auto accident attorney who is
both a highly skilled negotiator, as well
as an aggressive litigator when
warranted.

At the Law Offices of Dianne Sawaya,
our experienced car accident attorneys
understand you will be going through a
tough time after the accident. However
working with a knowledgeable Colorado
car accident attorney can help get your
life back to the way it was prior to the
car accident.

Asparagus PastaAsparagus Pasta
 

Lemony, fresh, & ready in 30 minutes!Lemony, fresh, & ready in 30 minutes!

Wave goodbye to the last chilly days of winter and
hello to warm, sunny spring with this lemony
asparagus pasta.

View the Recipe Online
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Get Our Books For FREEGet Our Books For FREE

We have two books available to you for free.

Fighting For Justice
Your Legal Guide To Motorcycle Injury Compensation

Click the button below to fill out a form and let us know where to mail your
book. Again, this is completely free to you!

Get Our Free E-Book

 

Do I Have A Case?Do I Have A Case?
Get your free case review today!

Contact Us

We Are Hiring!We Are Hiring!
Are you a team player who likes to work hard and have fun? Do you like the opportunity to learn
new things and grow in your career?

Apply to work at the Law Offices of Dianne Sawaya today!

Interested parties should email a resume, professional references, and a cover letter stating your
interest in this position and pertinent experience to ddunhill@dlslawfirm.com.

View Open Positions
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